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I feel very privileged to have been elected Chairman of the An
chive at the last AGM. While I have not been an active member in
the past, I have enjoyed my association with the Committee over
2004 and have a life-long enthusiasm for jazz

I want to pay a very strong tribute to my predecessor as Chain
inari, Ray Marginson, who was far more than just Chairman, but
rather a strong driving force for the establishment of the Archive
and an indefatigable worker to ensure the Archive became the
interesting, comprehensive and recognised organisation that it is
today. I trust that no^ne within the archive community expects
me to even try to emulate Ray's tireless activity - I don't have
those sorts of skills or energy !

Speaking of "community" it is very fascinating to see the band of
volunteers who form the Archive community at Wantima, under
the skilled leadership of John Kennedy. The many hours of devo-
tion and dedication to the workings of the Archive on the part of
many people who have a deep love of jazz and the preservation
of everything related to jazz has resulted in a facility of which they
and all members-and the Victorian community in general-can
be very proud.

As we look ahead there are a number of exciting challenges-not
least, to keep up with the demand for our VJAZZ CDS, ensuring
that the community is aware of the importance of preservation
and availability of all aspects of jazz history, and seeking a flow of
new volunteers--and funds - to keep our Archive flourishing!

Best wishes to all for an upbeat 2005!

81.4, Fad

CHAIRMAN'S COMMENTS

To William John HAESLER (Bill), Balmain,
NSW. For services to jazz music as an adminis-
trator, historian, writer, radio presenter and per-
former for his award of Order of Australia Medal
on Australia Day

CONGR. ^. TUL*TIONS

The Victorian Jazz Archive Inc. wishes to acknowledge the support of the following organisations:
The State of Victoria through the Department of Premier and Cabinet and Arts Victoria. Parks Victoria, The Ian Potter Foundation, The Myer Foun-
dation, The Pratt Foundation, The Trust Company of Australia, The HeIen MCPherson Trust, The Estate of the late Don Boardman. The Archive
gratefulIy acknowledges the financial support given to the VJA Capital Fund by Darne Elisabeth Murdoch, AC. , DB. E. , and the Estate of the late
Ron Halstead.

THE VICTORIAN JAZZ ARCHIVE Is OPEN EACH TUES. & FRi. 10.00 AM. -3.00 PM. OR BY APPOINTMENT
The Archive is located in "Koomba Park", 15 Mountain Highway, Wantirna 3152 (MeIway 63C8)

We are just around the corner from BUMood Highway and directly opposite the "Nutrimetics" building
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Our new Chairman has kindly allowed me to have space
in this newsletter to address you all. It is a recap of my
remarks at the AGM on the 14th November.
This has been a great year, our eighth, ami one that has
seen substantial development and almost, I can say, a
degree of maturity.
It has also been one of sadness and loss. We all still
miss Leon.

We have strengthened in every directiori--in volunteers,
in accession, in process (we now have 323 CDS from
acetates and tapes), in exhibition quality, in projection,
particularly in the local area, in use of the collections and
in financial support. The latter has come most gener-
ously from within our membership, from a major founda-
tion (The Besen) and from Jazz Australia (Diana Allen).
Also money has come from our own initiatives, particu-
jarly the shop, now with credit card facilities. The latest is
the grant of $4,400 from the National Library for the pa-
per conservation and housing.
Our succession planning, always a matter for great con-
corn, as we operate in a very special area or volunteer-
ism which everyone is well aware of-I can say with
some confidence that most of our key positions can now
be seen to have actual or tentative replacements.
The biggest changes, particularly to the visitor coining
alter a few year's break, is in our physical environment.
We have now completed the building works seen as es-
sential to make the best use of available space, and to
cope with the level of activity that we have now reached.
The new kitchen, eating area and meeting room is almost
complete. For this, "The David Ward Watertront Cafe",
we have to thank Jilly and David Ward, plus thanks for
contributions from Maggie Fitzgibbon, John Ritchie, Liz
Cume and the estate of Ron Halstead, not to mention the
tireless work of Jeff Blades and Margaret Harvey, also
Frank Webster for the plumbing and Barry Mitchell and
John Kerinedy for the painting.
It has meant running down our Capital Fund by about a
fifth but I am confident this will be recovered over 2005.

It has been justified and necessary and I am sure Ron
Halstead would approve the further use of his bequest.
On the key question of a source for an annual recurrent
grant of about $30,000 to enable the appointment of a
part-time qualified person, all I can say is that we are still
negotiating. Although stepping down as Chairman, I will
continue to help with this. It is the really hard one,
This is, as you will understand, a bit of an emotional time
for me.

I cannot thank everyone by name; you have all made my
years, and the years we have worked together, a matter
for great pride and pleasure.
Everyone on the Committee and among the volunteers
have become friends. This is without question, the most
harmonious and friendly group with which I have ever
been associated, over many years,
Finally it would be difficult for me to overstate my per-
sonal pleasure with the election of Bill Ford as Chairman.
It is marvellous for the Archive to have someone like Bill
to take the helm. With his great background in account-
ing, administration, fundraising and on the executive of
the P. C. Users Groups he will be invaluable. He is also
very fortunate in being married to Christna (Bell) . What
a C. V. !

Ex-CHAIRMAN's COLUMN

You will want me, I know, to put on record what I, and we
all, owe to John Kerinedy. He has been the conceptual
mind, the major focus and the continuing thread for the
whole operation of the Archive ... and thanks to you all, I
will still be around

R, ^ F1, ,$^
How I JOINED THE ARCHIVE

OR TRAPPED IN HELLHOLE P2

I first heard about the Victorian Jazz Archive about four years
before I adually joined the organization. Worthy Jazzers like
Torn Wariliss and Mangot Chalk gave me literature pertaining to
the 'Establishment'. However personal problems prevented me
from acting upon this advice at the time.
Nevertheless in 2004 I presented my credentials at the Fortress
Wantima and was eventually accepted into this august if rather
eccentric circle of like minded Jazz 'Anoraks'.

Collating those various ancient vinyl collections plus the varied
written ephemera is really a wonderful uplifting experience in
such conducive surroundings with those congenial senior chi-
zens. But hold on. Is this the real story? Should one recount
what really happened? Now it should be told.
One day I was walking along Cainbemell Road minding my
own business when a tradesman's' type van pulled into the
kerb. A group of old fellows wearing dark blue shirts with a
strange emblem on the shirt pocket grabbed me. A sack was
placed over my head. I struggled but the scent of the sack, a
musty smell of old severity-eight records caused me to pass
out.

I came back to consciousness in a strange chamber. There
were vast rows of shelves lined with jazz records , LPs and
even more sinister, severity eights. This place was called P2
IPriority 21 meaning jazz records produced overseas tthat
strange place which isn't Australial.
Instrudions were piped through a loud speaker system by some
shadowy character known as a Collection Manager ISIrangely
with a name similar to a late American Presidentl. I had to list
and catalogue all those LPs. A daunting task. The container
was cornplelely enclosed, with fluorescent lighting but no win-
dots. I lost track of time. I med to keep a record of how long I
was there by scratching every so often a mark on the wall Iwith
a severity eight needle of coursel.
The LPs selection wasn't so bad but when I was instruded to

check the severity-eight collection, that was something else.
The horror of checking innumerable copies of 'Bob Crosby's
March Of The Bobcats', or Will Bradley's 'Down The Road
Apiece'. How much can the human body put up with? I mean
how many pennutations of 'Louis' Potato Head Blues' can one
cope with, marvellous music as it is? The LPs weren't much
better. Regarding 'Muggsy Spanier's Great Sixteen', after a
while it became the 'Great Sbdy Odd'.
However, I must have done a good job as I've been given some
time off for good behaviour. I have been allowed into the haF
lowed 'Sound' room . A break away from the urnpteenth version
of Johnny Dodds' 'Come On And Stomp Stomp Stomp' or
Duke's 'Hot And Bothered'.

This new environment has air in it and windows, indicating an
outside world. This parole period has given me a new slant on
life here. A new leader Dave [the Spin Doctor] now rules my
days. Pressing buttons, learning all the computer jargon is great
after the endless 'BobCatlery' of my old shelf lire. I have heard
various stirrings of other inmates around me; perhaps I can
make contact, maybe there is an escape committee . Still look-
ing at the world outside I think I'll opt to stay here at the Archive.
Lets face it, the Bobcats and Johnny Dodds were great players'
Thats why we're all here.

Biz, ^^"



My Dear Archival Friends,
During a recent visit to Melbourne I was lucky enough to
have GrateI take me to see the Archival Collection at

Wantirna. 1<1.0wing Gretel as I do I was sure it would be
worth the visit, but was in no way prepared for what con-
fronted me. As they say in the classics "Gobsmacked'
was the only word that comes to mind. The dedication
and work that has gone into the project is almost inde-
scribable and what's even more impressive is the fact
that all the work is done on a voluntary basis. What
would we do without the love and dedication of people
such as yourselves who are willing to work so tirelessly
for the love of the music and your fellow jazz lovers.
The attention to detail such as preservation, filing, repair
ing, storing etc. is a oredit to all those involved. I feel
very, very honoured to be a small part of the collection in
this most holiest of places.
Thank you all so much; I just wish I lived close enough to
fold the newsletters on a regular basis. Oh, and by the
way, the cuppa was great tool!
With much love and admiration,
Sincerely,

F1, ,(,". P, t (14"^^@") Bermagui, 21.12.04

Letters to the Archive

F-----------------,

I GRAEME BELL EXHIBITION EXTENDED I

I With the great success of the Green, e Bell 90th
year tribute Exhibition, the committee has decided

I to extend the tern by an extra three months to
I 31st May 2005.

VICTORIAN JAZZ CLUB INC.

Coinnrencing:Saturday 2nd Aprtl
I p. in. -4 p. in.From:

The Victorian Jazz ArchiveAt:

I5 Mountain H@hway
Wantima (MeMay. 63C8)
opposite Nut, illret, CS Building
$30.00 for I2 weeks plus $ f 5 for
Victorian Jazz Club Student

Membership & $1 I for Victorian Jazz
Archive Student Membershfy>.
Total Cost $56.00

The IIJ. 0.8 FAMOUS "YOUTH
WORKSHOPS"

ARE ON AGAIN IN 2005

Cost:

SPECIAL NOTICE
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I This Exhibition has been an unqualified success, I
with n^ny visitors coming to the Archive on Tues-

I days and Fridays since the opening in September. I <^
I However, we have had many requests from work- I <!p

Open to young musicians un^r 25 years of age. Appli-
cants are required to be proficient and able to play scales
and am^gios on their instrunrent and be interested in
learning to playjazz.
This unique opportunity is made possible throngh the gen-
erosdy. of a number of Australia Is most experienced jazz
musicians who be"eve young musicians deserve the OPPor-
tun^, to learn sonre of the skMs which they have acquired
altern^ny years working in AUSt, affa and around the wolfd
as professionaljazz musidans,
All music providedJust bring yourseff and your instrunent.
^rig Marina Polla, d on 9787 4972
Workshop Co-ordinator

I ing people to view the Exhibition on weekends.
I To accommodate these requests the Archive will

open one weekend each month as follows:-

FEBRUARY 2005 SATURDAY , 2TH
MARCH 2005 SATURDAY ,2TH

2005 SUNDAY 17THAPRIL
MAY 2005 SUNDAY 22ND

L-----------------,

OPENING HOURS FOR THESE WEEKENDS ONLY

,,:o0AM To 3:00PM

GUIDED TOURS OF THE ARCHIVE ALSO AVAILABLE

AT 12.00 NOON, , :00PM & 2:00PM

Do NOT MISS YOUR CHANCE To SEE ONE OF THE

GREATJAzz ExHiBinoNS DEDICATED To A GREAT

JAZZMAN!

r---------------,

SPECIAL NOTICE:
I PLEASE NOTE THAT THE VICTORIA" I
I JAZZ CLUB's NEW VENUE Is THE
I CELTIC CLUB, CNR LATROBE & QUEEN I

STEETs, CITY. pH. 9534 ,, 73
L---------------,

I <^, <^) <^) <^^ <^) <^) <^) <^) <^) <^! <^^ <^! <^! <^! <^! <^I <^
<1,

eon6RATULAn0,1STo <^I
11EVIU, SHERBURN ^

I^ ^ON HIS 50 YEARS OFI <^) <^!
I <^I ^REeoRDi, 16 AND
I <^) <^)

PRODUCINGI^ <^)
I <^! sun*^. 661E. RECORDS & eDs <^I

<^II <^)
I <^) <^) <^) ^ <^) <^) <^I <^^ <^I <^! <^) <^I <^) <^^ <^) <^) <^

WELCOMETO NEW MEMBERS

Dr Leonard & Mrs Weridy Allen, Mr George HUIme,
(UK) Bill Johnson, Russell Williams, Peter Nash,
Mark Richmond, Bill & Lorraine Bennett, R. Keriy
Champness, Neil Wakeman, Eric Civelli, L. M.
Gleadall, John Fiddyment, Max Rendell, Bill Be asley,
John Gillespie, Jason George (Canada), Paul
Gadsby, A1an and Suzanne Stott and Kay Sharples
(Lire Membership).
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We are lucky to have well-known former Canberra jazz musician
Michael MCQuaid as a guest writer this month giving a young
person's view of the importance of the preservation of traditional
jazz. It really gives you something to think about. Thank you
Michael.

REFLECTIONS ON JAZZ AND YOUNG

Older jazz musicians and fans often ask how I came to be inter
ested in earlier forms of jazz, and particularly Australia's rich jazz
history, pertiaps hoping that my interest may be a sign that things
are looking up for the ageing traditional jazz scene. However, the
story of my interest in jazz is at least as significant for the ways in
which it differs from the experiences of the majority of young jazz
musicians as it is for the similarlties. I've had the chance to ex-

amine the differences close-up, and I've come out of it with a
number of opinions on the current jazz scene and the preserva-
tion of Australia's jazz past and present. Therefore I hope you'll
stick with me if I start at the beginning (my beginning, at least).

Many children of primary or secondary school age learn a musi-
cal instrument, whether because of parental encouragement or
because of a strong music program at their school. My sisters
and I had piano lessons while in primary school, but my sisters
quickly progressed to nther instruments - trumpet and oboe. The
youngest of the three children, I decided at ten that I was missing
out and insisted that I be given the opportunity to learn a wind
instrument too. I wanted to learn the saxophone because I con-
sidered it as different as you could get from trumpet or oboe, but
a friend of the family had a dartnet for sale, and I agreed that this
would be sufficient. To be honest, I'm riot sure I even knew what
a dannet looked like.

After a few years of private dannet lessons, I had attained a rea-
sonable level of proficiency on my instrument without much coin-
initment or practise. Music was something I enjoyed, but I'm sure
I hadn't considered it anything more than a passing hobby. Then
one day, when I was about thirteen, my clannel teacher played
me a jazz recording. It was 'Royal Garden Blues' by the Dutch
Swi'rig College Band, and it was a revelation. Overnight I became
obsessed with jazz: buying CDs, practising, and reading books.
Pretty soon I was playing the saxophone too.

Here's where Australian jazz comes in. My high school library
had an extensive collection of jazz books, in duding Andrew Bis-
sett's Black Roots, White Flowers and Bruce Johnson's The Ox-
ford Companion To Australian Jazz. A local library also had a
copy of Nomi Linehan's Australian jazz photography book.
Names like Graeme Bell, Ade Monsbourgh and Bob Bamard
were therefore as familiar to me as Duke Ellington, Johnny
Dodds and Bix Beiderbecke.

Initially, the CDS I chose to buy depended largely on whether the
artists' names had appeared in the first few chapters of jazz his-
tory books or riot, because I'd discovered that these were the
ones most likely to sound like the Dutch Swing College Band.
King Oliver, Jelly Roll Monon and Red Nichols were particularly
pleasing choices. Eventually I came aeross some Australian jazz
on CD - a collection called 'Australian Jazz 1947-1950', induding
tracks by the Southern Jazz Group, Lazy Ade's Late Hour Boys
and Frank Johnson's Fabulous Dixielanders. I loved the music,
but I remember being particularly impressed by the photo of Ade
in the enclosed booklet - riot only was he playing a while plastic
alto, but he also had that characteristic grimace described by
Humphrey Lytlelton as looking like a inari trying to pull out his
own teeth, and admirably messy hair. The excellent double-CD
reissue of 'The Famous Pix Sessions' was released soon after

that. Mien I bought that one, the inari behind the counter asked
if it was a present for my father.

So I was aware of Australia's jazz history from the age of about

PEOPLE IN 2005

fourteen, thanks to some excellent books and recordings. How-
ever, this introdudion to jazz was somontiat unusual, as I was
soon to discover when I began playing jazz with musicians about
my own age. Most young musicians begin with only a vague idea
of what jazz is, usually revolving around some tired old stereo-
types about men in suits and sunglasses playing in smoky base-
merits. Their first exposure to the music itself comes through big
bands at school or in community music organisations. These big
bands play music only loosely dassifiable as jazz - in an attempt
to make the music more fun and familiar to the students, band
directors often choose jazz-rock versions of tunes they (the direc-
fors, riot the students) knew when they were kids, or theme inu-
siC from recent movies. I'm sure many parents/grandparents
have sat through school band performances impressed by the
talent of the students, but mystified by the mediocrity of the
tunes!

Because of this ill-advised choice of repertoire, students are
missing a valuable opportunity to BECOME familiar with the rich
variety of sounds in jazz. Most young musicians play a bit of jazz,
but don't listen to it or read about it. 'Leading Australian jazz
multi-instrumentalist' means only James Morrison to them, be
cause he's on TV. They've never heard of Frank Coughlan or
Ade Monsbourgh. Not even Don Burrows, I susped.

Often a handful of musicians in each student big band will de-
velop an interest in the music and learn more about it, bul they
learn what they are exposed to - usually jazz-rock and funk.
These are valuable musical styles that students can immediately
find rewarding, but no more so than getting together a five or six
piece New Oneans-style ensemble would be. However, exposure
to earlier forms of jazz usually comes after opinions have been
formed, often by peer pressure.

A problem with this method of exposure to jazz is that there are
almost no young jazz fans - they're all musicians, Because jazz
is no longer socially functional music, young people who are riot
part of a band are simply riot exposed to it. You can't go to a jazz
dance packed with other teenagers anymore. Sure, a teenager
might enjoy the jazz ino at their cousin's wedding, but since there
are so few opportunities to follow up such an interest with peers,
it often disappears immediately. That leaves us with lots of musi-
claris.

What's wrong with lots of musicians?' I hear you say, 'Isn't it
good that young people are playing jazz?' And of course it Is
good. There are plenty of young musicians playing modem styles
of jazz, and a surprising number are open to earlier styles when it
is presented in the right environment. But jazz musicians play
instruments. They don't fill seats at bars and concerts, or form
societies and festivals, and they certainly don't get involved in
archiving. They're too busy earning a living if they're profession-
als or making the most of their spare time playing if they're hob-
byists. So we lack young people wino can get involved in ways
other than pertorrning, such as volunteering at the jazz archive.

What can we do about this? Very little in the short term. Attitudes
to jazz may change, but certainly too gradually to be of assis-
tance to the ageing traditional jazz scene. There's no point mop
ing about it while there's still such a lot of great jazz around. And
there's more to be done than simply enjoying the fiddle-music
while Rome burns: it is entirely possible that, in the future, young
people will be extremely interested in Australia's jazz legacy. The
importance of documenting the current traditional jazz scene is
therefore as important as documenting that of the fifties or the
sixties, because in a few decades there may riot be anyone to
Mite the stories of the Hotter Than Six jazz band, or the Society
Syncopators. We should be preparing now for that is undeni-
able - early styles of jazz are likely to become museum pieces.
We might as well do a good job on the exhibit.

F1;,^C F1, Q, .^



Since the last issue of VJAZZ, the rate of donated material to
the Archive has riot diminished, in fad it has ing'eased quite
considerably. Some of the interesting donations to arrive have
been from the performing Arts Museum, who have cleared out
their jazz magazine collection, and forwarded 88 Australian
magazines and 780 overseas magazines, plus a foundrawer
filing cabinet. The magazines are all very good reference mate-
rial. The WhitehorselManningham Library sent three Australian
jazz books for our library. The New South Wales Jazz Archive,
via Mike SUIcliffe, lodged two boxes full of programmes, small
posters and handbills, all pertaining to the Victorian jazz scene.

We received musical instruments from Mary Bould, who lodged
Frod Parkes' Yamaha clarinet, along with CDR copies of the
farewell speeches and the music from "Fred's Farewell" wake.
Lorraine Bell brought in Roger's washboard and thimbles, along
with six 7" EPs of the Frank Trawlor Band. Tess Mobilia,
daughter of Frank Mobilia, the drummer from the late I 930's,
arrived with the balance of Frank's drum kit, namely cymbals,
snare drum and accessories, to add to the kit already lodged
with us. Volunteer John Ritchie, who works in Collection Man-
agement, has done a wonderful job in restoring Franks painted
and illuminated bass drum, and this will be a part of our next
Archive Exhibition beginning in June. Ross Anderson donated
the two volumes of Brian Rust "Jazz Records" for the library and
a 12" LP of the New Melbourne Jazz Band.

RECENT DONATIONS
As far as recordings are concerned, Eric Brown gave 18 over
seas 78's. Mavis Kline gave 18 overseas LPs and a 78 min.
and an Australian LP. Vernon Fomes donated I 36 overseas

LPs, 4 Eps and 7 Australian LPs and 2 EPs. Dr Keith Benn
gave us a copy of a CDR of Billy Hyde's Overseas Trip in I 971.
Bill Armstrong donated 2 copies of his latest CD "The Naked
Dance" for the collection and I O copies to be sold in the Archive
Shop. Joan Apps gave a Bob Gibson 78 min plus 90 overseas
78s. Keny Champness left us I3 Australian LPs and EPs and 7
overseas LPs. Dr Phil Law forwarded, via Ray Marginson, 2
Australian LPs and 23 overseas LPs. Ian Travis gave us a copy
of an interview of Judy Durham. being interviewed by Kevin
Trask

Bill Paull, from Belgrave, made his second donation, and what a
wonderful colledion it is. Bill originally invited us to take his LP
collection of over 430 LPs some time back, but this time he
came in with three boxes of photographs, cassette tapes, cut-
tings, posters, etc. Bill, with his Ocean City Jazz Band, trav-
elled up and down the east coast of Australia and kept a log of
all his gigs, complete with photos and cassettes of many of
them. He ran a radio program in Cairns and donated the Gas-
setles and recording log of each program. He also spent time
in Sydney and Canberra. Most of the photos he has identified,
or will identify for us, and everything is well documented. John
J Cahill also lodged a sizeable collection comprising 4 framed
photos, 42 small photos, 31 A4 photos, an album of photo
negatives, a folder of musician lists, 98 assorted jazz in aga-
zines, 9 items of ephemera, a book for the library and a 7" EP.
Chris Dimmock gave 18 programmes from Melbournejazz con-
certs.

Frank Webster donated a box of Australian programmes, post-
ers and cuttings. Nigel Buesst of Sunrise Picture Co. , gave four
of his videos for the Archive Shop plus 4 DVDS, all of the
"Salute to Satchmo" concert at the At henaeum Theatre in Janu-

ary 2001, presented by and featuring Peter Gaudion. George
Christie forwarded an early copy of "Jazz Notes".

To add to our "new look", carpet tiles for our new lunchroom
and kitchen were donated by Monash University via Teny Ho-
gan. We would also like to thank Leo Fenech of Club Decor for
his help with Cafe and outdoor furniture.
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The influx of photographs grows each month, and Dave Rankin
forwarded two large photos of himself and Nick Polites. Mike
Sutcliffe from Sydney called in with 28 colour photos of Victo-
nan bands. Gilbert Block sent a very interesting photo of the
"Gut Bucket Stompers", Odober 1952, taken at Melbourne
Grammar, and the band contains amongst others, Neville Sthb-
ling, Barry Edwards and Peter Shiels, with Gilbert on piano.
Screensound Australia in Canberra forwarded material from the

Bob Everard colleclion given by widow Me lissa Everard. This
consists of an album of photos from the 40th Australian Jazz
Convention which we have passed on to the A. J. C. Archive,
located, but separate, inside the Victorian Jazz Archive. There
are also 23 photos from the I 989 Eureka Jazz Festival and 85
photos of Vidorian bands and musicians. Diana Allen for
warded a colour photos of Torn Baker and James Monson on
stage together.

Amongst the ephemera received is a theatre slide donated by
Geeme Bell advertising the Band in Prague in 1947, with the
wording in Czechoslovakian. Fences Batchelor forwarded a
copy of the Requiem Mass Programme for Smacka Fitzgibbon,
I9th December I 979, and a Christmas card from Smacka. Liz
Cume gave us a rather hilarious letter from Roger and Lorraine
Bell to Liz and Kuzz, plus funeral notices of various musicians.

Bill Be asley donated two of his 2005 calendars.

Finally, but definitely riot last, Lois Stephenson, our "Video
Lady' forwarded 12 videos of Australian bands and musicians,
a video of the Graeme Bell Reunion Band performing at the
Wagga Wagga Jazz Festival, plus 2 festival programmes and a
colour photo of the Steve Waddell Creole Bells.

R;, 04"^, C"^ AIM, ^.
FROM THE EDITOR'S BIGGER NEWER DESK:

A special thank you to Mr Robin Edwards of Eonards Pearl Pty.
Ltd. , of North Brighton, who through Jack Cooke, donated four
new desks, office chairs, metal cabinets and other office equip
merit. As you will see from the photo on page 6, this has en-
abled us to accommodate more of us in the "Catalogue
Room" (or nerve centre).

On a personal note, thank-you to Jeff Blades and Margaret Han
vey for the time they spend in proof reading the newsletter for
me.

ARCHIVE SHOP AT THE BENTLEIGH CLUB

Barry Mitchell will once again be taking a large selection
from the Archive Shop to Jazz Australia's next function.
Details are as follows:

9^^
^,", .9^ ^,"^^, ^
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Our Merchandising Officer, Barry Mitchell informs us of new items in the Archive Shop which do riot appear in the cur-
rent shop catalogue. As we are getting new stock in all the time we would suggest you call in to see what is in stock
Barry can be seen at many of the Festivals around Melbourne with his Archive stand. Already this year he spent two
days at the Australian Jazz Convention, two days at Coolart and two days at the Briars. Thanks Barry for your time-
less efforts which have helped our funds considerably.

CAT. No. TYPE

162

^

CD

163

ARCHIVE SHOP NEWS

164
165
166

Calendar

The Naked Dance-Len Barnard's Jazz Band

I3 Tracks, plus 9 bonus tracks by the Len
Barnard Trio, the Len Bamard Band & Len
Barnard's Modem Jazz Group (76 mins)

Bill Beasley Calendar-2005
Features caricatures of well-known jazz
personalities

Swinging The Blues Away- Pippa Wilson
Errand Girl for Swing-Pippa unison
Gospel According to Pippa Wilson

Jazz Scrapbook
Gerry Humphreys-"The Loved One"

168
169

CD
CD
CD

TITLE

DVD
DVD

130 CD

both also available on Video

In It For The Money
- Paul Baker, Jim Elliott & Friends
features Trevor Rippingale, Paul Furniss,
Geoff Power and Viv Carter

PRICE

$25.00

$16.00

$25.00
$25.00
$25.00

$25.00
$25.00

$23.00

$22.00

view of the catalogue room.
L to R: Gretel James, Liz Cume, Irene Sutton, Pat Hadley, Ray Sutton & Marina Pollard with Chairman Bill Ford at the back.
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We thank the following people for their cash donations, all of which are very much appreciated:
John & Pat Ritchie, Jazz Appreciation Group of Knox U3A "The Rosstown Rascals".
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RECENT CASH DONATIONS
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